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Abstract

We propose a multiple-document summarization
system with user interaction that summarizes more
than one document to a document. Our system ex-
tracts keywords from sets of documents to be summa-
rized and showsk best keywords with respect to scor-
ing by our system to a user on the screen. From the
shown keywords, the user selects those reflecting the
user’s summarization need. Our system controls the
produced summary by using these selected keywords.
For evaluation of our method, we participated in TSC3
of NTCIR4 workshop by letting our system select allk
keywords supposed to display for the user. Our partici-
pated system exhibited the best performance in content
evaluation among systems not using sets of questions.
Moreover, we evaluated effectiveness of user interac-
tion in our system. With user interaction, our system
attained both higher coverage and precision than that
without user interaction.

Keywords: multiple-document summarization,
user interaction, keywords selection by a user, unim-
portant adnominal verb phrases deletion.

1 Introduction

Recent rapid progress of computer and communi-
cation technologies enabled us to access enormous
amount of machine-readable information easily. How-
ever, this has caused so called the information over-
load problem. In order to alleviate this problem,
automatic summarization methods have been studied
(see e.g., [13]). In particular, the necessity for a
multiple-document summarization has been increas-
ing and the multiple-document summarization tech-
nology has been intensively studied recently [10].

In this paper, we define a multiple-document sum-
marization as a technique for producing a summary
from a relevant document set. Such a document set
may be very large and may contain a number of topics.

It is preferable that a summary produced by a multiple-
document summarization system from the document
set covers all the topics. However, it is difficult to
produce a summary that covers all the topics in the
document set with a small number of characters. For
example, a document set relevant to “releasing AIBO”
contains some topics, e.g., what is AIBO?, how to sell
AIBO?, etc. Moreover, sentences recognized as im-
portant sentences considerably differ person to person
[15]. This is because “summarization need”, i.e., top-
ics a different person wants to read, may differ. For
coping appropriately with the user’s summarization
need with considerable variety, we propose a multiple-
document summarization system with user interaction.

Our system extracts keywords from a document
set to be summarized and displaysk best keywords
with respect to scoring by our system to a user on the
screen. From the displayed keywords, the user selects
those reflecting user’s summarization need. Our sys-
tem controls a produced summary by using the key-
words selected by the user.

As a related work, Mani et al.[11] proposed a
method for a user-focused summary. In their paper, a
user selects10 documents as training corpus to be used
for producing a summary in order to produce a user-
focused summary. In contrast, our multiple-document
summarization system attempts to produce a summary
reflecting a user’s summarization need by choosing
topics contained in a document set to be summarized
using keywords selected by the user. Since even the
same user may have a different summarization need at
different occasion, the learning method using training
corpus for producing a summary may not be always
applied. Hence, our system produces a summary re-
flecting user’s summarization need by asking a user
to select keywords reflecting the user’s summarization
need among keywords extracted from a document set
to be summarized. Moreover, a user’s load caused by
selecting keywords is much lighter than that caused by
selecting documents. The interactive summarization
system has been introduced for the first time by [17].
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The system proposed in [17] is based on shallow syn-
tactic and semantic analysis, conceptual identification
and text re-generation, while, our system is based on a
statistical method.

We participated in TSC3 (Text Summarization
Challenge - 3) of NTCIR4 workshop1 and attained
the best performance in content evaluation among sys-
tems not using sets of questions. Note that our system
participated in TSC3 is an automatic summarization
system without user interaction by letting our system
select allk keywords supposed to display for the user.
Moreover, we evaluated effectiveness of user interac-
tion and that with user interaction attained both higher
coverage and precision than that without user interac-
tion.

2 Feature of our multiple-document
summarization system

Our multiple-document summarization system pro-
posed in this paper is different from previously pro-
posed ones (see, e.g.,[3], [12], [5], [1], [9], [14], [7])
in that:

1. Our system can produce a summary coping ap-
propriately with each user’s summarization need
by asking a user select keywords reflecting the
user’s summarization need.

2. The keywords are extracted automatically from
a document set to be summarized by calculating
a score to each noun contained in the document
set. The formula to calculate a score for a noun is
customized for extracting important keywords in
multiple-document summarization. The formula
consists of not only frequency of nouns and doc-
ument frequency used intf · idf [2] but also dis-
tribution of nouns in the document set as well as
location of nouns in documents or the document
set. The reason why such factors are used will be
explained in the next section.

3. Our system deletes redundant adnominal verb
phrases in sentences to reduce the number of
characters in a sentence. The deletable adnominal
verb phrases are decided by a statistical method
using entropy based on a probability that verbs
modify a noun, etc.

3 The method to extract relevant key-
words

A relevant document setS to be summarized may
be regarded as a document set obtained by a hypothet-
ical query from the entire document set∆ to be con-
sidered. In the case of TSC3,∆ is the set of newspaper

1http://www.lr.pi.titech.ac.jp/tsc/index-en.html

articles, Mainichi and Yomiuri newspapers published
in 1998 and 1999.

We explain a method to extract keywords relevant
to such a hypothetical query from document setS.
Here, we define such keywords as relevant keywords
ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. We assign scores to nouns con-
tained in document setS and nouns having a large
score are extracted as relevant keywords. A large score
is assigned if a noun fulfills the following four condi-
tions.

1. The noun that appears frequently in the document
setS to be summarized.

2. The noun that appears uniformly in each docu-
mentd ∈ S.

3. The noun that appears in the beginning of a doc-
ument (i.e. the 1st sentence) and in the beginning
of the document set in chronological order (i.e.,
the 1st document).

4. The noun that does not appear frequently in entire
document set∆.

Our method for extracting relevant keywords consists
of the following two steps.

Step 1: Calculate scoreW (ti, S) of nounti contained
in document setS.

Step 2: Extract the nouns withk largest score
W (ti, S) as relevant keywords. □

The scoreW (ti, S) is calculated by the following for-
mula 1.

W (ti, S) = (0.5 +
Tf(ti, S)

maxi=1,...,nTf(ti, S)
)

×(0.5 +
En(ti, S)

maxi=1,...,nEn(ti, S)
)

×maxd∈S
1 + nl(d)− nlf(ti, d)

nl(d)

×maxd∈S
1 + |S| − rt(ti, d)

|S|
×idf(ti, ∆) (1)

where,

Tf(ti, S): frequency of nounti contained in docu-
ment setS. This is calculated by the following
formula 2.

Tf(ti, S) =
∑

d∈S

tf(ti, d) (2)

where,tf(ti, d) is a frequency of nounti in doc-
umentd.

En(ti, S): entropy based on the probability that noun
ti appears in documentd ∈ S. This is calculated
by formula 3 to be introduced later in this section.
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nl(d): the number of sentences in documentd ∈ S.

nlf(ti, d): the line number of a sentence containing
nounti for the first time in documentd ∈ S.

rt(ti, d): the number of documents from 1st docu-
ment to documentd containing nounti for the
first time in document setS in chronological or-
der.

idf(ti,∆): idf [2] value assigned to nounti in entire
document set∆.

En(ti, S) is an entropy based on a probability that
noun ti appears in documentd ∈ S. For example,
En(ti, S) assigned to nounti contained only in one
documentd ∈ S is 0. Though such nounti may
be an important noun for documentd, it may be an
irrelevant noun for document setS. Hence, nounti
with small entropy value should not be extracted as a
relevant keyword. However, a noun that appears uni-
formly in each document contained in document setS
has a large entropy value.En(ti, S) is calculated by
the following formula 3.

En(ti, S) = −
∑

d∈S

P (ti, d) log2(P (ti, d)) (3)

where, P (ti, d) =
tf(ti, d)
Tf(ti, S)

(4)

The 3rd term in formula 1 is introduced to assign a
large value to a noun appearing in the beginning of a
document. The 4th term in formula 1 is introduced to
assign a large value to a noun appearing in the begin-
ning of a document set in chronological order. The
reason why these members are included is that the 1st
sentence in the 1st document frequently contains im-
portant information (see, e.g.,[4],[16]).

4 The method to extract important sen-
tences

The method to extract important sentences mea-
sures similarity between a sentence and the set of key-
words selected by a user, and extracts sentences hav-
ing large similarity with the set of selected keywords
as important sentences. The similarity is calculated
as cosine metric between a vector of a sentence and
a vector of the set of relevant keywords. If the same
noun as selected relevant keywords is contained fre-
quently in a sentence, the cosine metric assigned to
the sentence has a large value. The method to extract
important sentences is summarized as follows: Here,
we definek relevant keywords displayed to a user on
the screen as keywords setK and define relevant key-
words selected by a user as keywords setU (we define
the number of keywords shown to a user to bek).

Step 1: Recalculate scoreW (ti, S) assigned to rele-
vant keywordsti’s by the following formula 5.

W ′(ti, S) =
{

(1 + 0.5k)W (ti, S), ti ∈ U
W (ti, S), otherwise

(5)

Step 2: Generate relevant keyword vectorVK con-
sisting of scoreW ′(ti, S) (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) as-
signed to each relevant keyword (ti ∈ K).

VK = (W ′(t1, S), W ′(t2, S), . . . , W ′(tk, S))

Step 3: Generate sentence vectorVs consisting of
scoreW ′(tj , S) (j = 1, 2, . . . ,m) assigned to
each noun contained in sentences (tj ∈ s. Note
that, in this paper, we use this notation by regard-
ing sentences as a set of words).

Vs = (W ′(t1, S), W ′(t2, S), . . . , W ′(tm, S))

Step 4: Calculate a cosine metric between vectors
VK andVs as similaritysim(s,K) by the fol-
lowing formula 6.

sim(s,K) =
VK ·Vs

|VK||Vs| (6)

Step 5: Extract the sentences withm largest similar-
ity sim(s,K) as important sentences and output
thesem sentences in chronological order. □

In document setS, in chronological order, the 1st sen-
tence contained in the 1st document containing ex-
tracted important sentences is always extracted as an
important sentence in order to improve the readability.

5 The method to delete redundant infor-
mation

In the multiple-document summarization, it is nec-
essary to measure the degree of similarity of contents
in extracted sentences (or documents) and to delete re-
dundant information. This is because, the documents
including the same contents may exist in a document
set to be summarized. Our multiple-document sum-
marization system identifies similar sentences in ex-
tracted important sentence set and similar documents
in the document set, and deletes redundant information
contained therein.

First, redundant information contained in the sen-
tence set is deleted as follows.

Step 1: Measure the differenced(s1, s2) between co-
sine metricsim(s1,K) assigned to sentences1

andsim(s2,K) assigned to sentences2.

d(s1, s2) = |sim(s1, K)− sim(s2, K)| (7)

Step 2: If d(s1, s2) has a value smaller than a thresh-
old value, delete sentencesi (i = 1 or 2) having
a smaller cosine metricsim(si,K). □
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We determined the threshold value to be0.0001 in
Step 2. This is a sufficiently small value to regard con-
tents ofs1 identical to contents ofs2.

Next, redundant information contained in the docu-
ment set is deleted as follows. Here, we define a set of
important sentences contained in documentdi assdi.
The method is as follows.

Step 1: Generate vectorVsd1 , consisting of score
W ′(ti, S) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) assigned to nouns
contained insd1.

Vsd1 = (W ′(t1, S),W ′(t2, S), . . . , W ′(tn, S))

Step 2: Generate vectorVsd2 , consisting of score
W ′(tj , S) (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) assigned to nouns
contained insd2.

Vsd2 = (W ′(t1, S),W ′(t2, S), . . . , W ′(tm, S))

Step 3: Calculate a cosine metric between vectors
Vsd1 andVsd2 as similaritysim(sd1, sd2).

sim(sd1, sd2) =
Vsd1 ·Vsd2

|Vsd1 ||Vsd2 |
(8)

Step 4: If sim(sd1, sd2) has a value larger than a
threshold value, delete documentdi (i = 1 or 2)
having a smaller scoreW (sdi) calculated by for-
mula 9 (sdi ⊂ di). □

W (sdi) =
∑

s∈sdi

sim(s,K) (9)

Here, documentsd1 andd2 are newspaper articles is-
sued on the same day. We determined the threshold
value to be0.85 in Step 4 by trial and error using sam-
ple data provided by the organizer of TSC3. Note that
this sample data was not used in the formal run as a
documents set to be summarized. This is a sufficiently
large value to regard contents ofsd1 identical to con-
tents ofsd2.

Note that if di is deleted, sentences contained in
documentdi are not extracted and important sentences
extracted by our system are changed. Hence, our sys-
tem executes this algorithm to delete documents and
the algorithm to extract important sentences iteratively
until no document is deleted by this algorithm.

6 The method to reduce the number of
characters in a sentence

Our system deletes redundant adnominal verb
phrases in sentences to reduce the number of charac-
ters in a sentence. We define adnominal verb phrases
as phrases that modify a noun and include a verb
modifying the noun. For example, in the case of
“SONY ga kaihatsu shita aibo(ソニーが開発したア

イボ: the AIBO developed by SONY”, “SONY ga kai-
hatsu shita(ソニーが開発した: developed by SONY)”
is an adnominal verb phrase, which modifies noun
“aibo(アイボ: AIBO)”. Here, the adnominal verb
phrase “SONY ga kaihatsu shita(ソニーが開発した:
developed by SONY)” may be deleted if a user has
known that AIBO had been developed by SONY. We
define an adnominal verb phrase modifying a nounn
as V P (n). Redundant adnominal verb phrases are
deleted by an improved method of [18] proposed by
us in order to apply to multiple documents summa-
rization. The method is as follows.

Step 1: Calculate scoreendf(n) to assign to nounn
modified by adnominal verb phraseV P (n) by
formula 10.

Step 2: Calculate scoreW (V P (n), s) for adnominal
verb phraseV P (n) by formula 13.

Step 3: Delete adnominal verb phraseV P (n) if the
scoreendf(n) has a value smaller than threshold
value θ(endf(n)) and the scoreW (V P (n), s)
has a value smaller than threshold value
θ(W (V P (n), s)). □

We decided threshold valuesθ(endf(n)) and
θ(W (V P (n), S)) as0.7 and8.7, respectively, in Step
3. These threshold values are decided by preliminary
experiments with training corpus not to be summa-
rized in the experiments. Scoreendf(n) expresses the
modifier necessity of nounn and is calculated by the
following formula 10.

endf(n) =
1 + H(n)
idf(n, ∆)

(10)

Here,H(n) is an entropy based on a probability that
verbs modify nounn. It reflects “frequency of modifi-
cation of nounn by adnominal verb phrases”, “variety
of adnominal verb phrases modifying nounn”. H(n)
is calculated by the following formula 11:

H(n) = −
∑

v∈V (n)

P (v, n) log2(P (v, n)) (11)

P (v, n) =
f(v, n)∑

v∈V (n) f(v, n)
(12)

where,

V (n): set of verbs contained in adnominal verb
phrases modifying nounn in entire document set
∆,

P (v, n): probability that verbv ∈ V (n) modifies
nounn.

f(v, n): frequency of verbv modifying nounn in en-
tire document set∆.
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Next,W (V P (n), s) is calculated by the following for-
mula 13.

W (V P (n), s) =
NM(n)IM(V P (n), s)

0.5 + 0.5CV (n, s)
(13)

NM(n) = 0.5 +
endf(n)

J(n)
(14)

where,

IM(V P (n), s): a factor to reflect rating of context in
adnominal verb phraseV P (n) contained in sen-
tences.

CV (n, s): the number of occurrences of nounn mod-
ified by adnominal verb phrases from the 1st sen-
tence in the 1st document to sentences in docu-
mentd ∈ S in document setS in chronological
order.

J(n): the number of common nouns contained in
nounn if nounn is a compound noun.

TheIM(V P (n), s) is calculated by the following for-
mula 15.

IM(V P (n), s) = 0.5 + R
∑

c∈V P (n)

I(c, s) (15)

I(c, s) =
W (c, S)

0.5 + 0.5CT (c, s)
(16)

where,

R: the number of segments composing adnominal
verb phraseV P (n),

W (c, S): the score calculated by formula 1 to nounc
contained in adnominal verb phraseV P (n).

CT (c, s): the number of occurrences of nounc con-
tained in adnominal verb phrases from the 1st
sentence in the 1st document to sentences in doc-
umentd ∈ S in document setS in chronological
order.

We introducedCV (n, s) in formula 13 andCT (c, s)
in formula 16 in order to recognize more deletable ad-
nominal verb phrases than our previous method[18]
applied directly to multiple-document summarization.

7 Implementation

We implemented our method and developed a mul-
tiple summarization system. We used JUMAN2 as a
morphological analyzer, and KNP3 as a parser. Figure
1 exemplifies a screen shot of our multiple-document
summarization system and figure 2 exemplifies a sum-
mary produced by our system. The document set to be
summarized contains 9 documents relevant to “releas-
ing AIBO” and the summary consists of less than 236

Figure 1. Screen shot of our multiple-
document summarization system

Figure 2. A summary produced by our
system

characters. Moreover, figure 3 exemplifies a summary
when a user selects keywords relevant to the move-
ment and performance of AIBO (e.g., “人工知能 (arti-
ficial intelligence)”) and deletes keywords relevant to
the way to sell (e.g., “予約 (Reservation)”). Compar-
ing Figure 2 with Figure 3, we can make sure that sum-
maries have been changed by keywords selected by a
user.

Figure 3. A summary produced by chang-
ing relevant keywords

2http://www-lab25.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/juman.html
3http://www-lab25.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/knp.html
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Figure 4. Results on Content evaluation

8 Evaluations of our system in TSC3

We participate in TSC3 (Text Summarization Chal-
lenge - 3) of NTCIR4 workshop for evaluation of in-
formation access techniques. The purpose of TSC3
is to evaluate performance of automatic multiple-
document summarization that summarizes newspa-
per articles from two sources (Mainichi and Yomiuri
newspapers published between 1998 and 1999). The
tasks of TSC3 are “abstraction” and “extraction”. The
evaluation methods of “abstraction” are “content eval-
uation”, “pseudo question-answering” and “readabil-
ity evaluation” (see task overview of TSC3[6]).

For participating in TSC3, we denote the follow-
ing execution of our system by “Auto” for realizing
an automatic multiple-document summarization sys-
tem without user interaction and our system without
user interaction participated in TSC3 by “Auto”.

Auto: the execution of our system where12 best key-
words with respect to scoring by the system are
selected (i.e., our system shows12 keywords on
the screen and all these keywords are selected).

The number of keywords selected by our system is de-
termined by trial and error using sample data provided
by the organizer of TSC3.

8.1 Evaluation results on abstraction

The result of content evaluation is shown in fig-
ure 4. The evaluation result of pseudo question-
answering[6] is shown in Table 1. Here, “Auto” de-
notes our system that participated in TSC3. “Lead” is
the lead method, a baseline method. In TSC3, we are
given the sets of questions about important informa-
tion of the document sets by the organizer of TSC3.
Note that these sets of questions are produced manu-
ally from summaries made by human as correct data.
(For example: How much is AIBO ? etc.) Here, we
exclude evaluation results of a system that uses the
sets of questions for producing summaries of multiple
documents. The reason is as follows. As mentioned

Table 1. Results for Pseudo Question-
Answering

Short Long
System-ID exact edit exact edit

F0301 0.394 0.677 0.399 0.706
F0303 0.257 0.556 0.266 0.602
Auto 0.367 0.653 0.356 0.677
F0306 0.342 0.614 0.327 0.630
F0307 0.439 0.710 0.442 0.751
F0308 0.321 0.601 0.313 0.611
F0309 0.390 0.684 0.356 0.633
F0310 0.133 0.427 0.201 0.549
F0311 0.304 0.579 0.308 0.628
Lead 0.300 0.589 0.275 0.602
Human 0.461 0.716 0.426 0.721

above, the sets of questions are produced from sum-
maries made by human as correct data. Hence, we
consider that using the sets of questions as machine-
readable information for producing summaries is not
realistic. Moreover, we consider that comparing sys-
tems using the sets of questions with systems not using
them by ranking is unfair.

By the result shown in figure 4, our system that im-
plemented “Auto” has attained the best performance
among the systems not using the sets of questions.
However, since we did not introduce any method
for improving readability, our system had not at-
tained a good performance in readability evaluation.
Hence, introducing some methods may improve read-
ability (e.g., a method to delete unnecessary adnomi-
nal phrases[20]).

8.2 Evaluation results on extraction

The purpose of this subtask is to evaluate extracting
important sentences and deleting redundant informa-
tion from the important sentence set. A scoring tool
and human-produced extracts are provided and each
system is evaluated by coverage and precision scores
where redundancy is taken into account by this scoring
tool. The coverage and precision are shown in figures
5 and 6 (the coverage and precision are described in
[6]).

8.3 Evaluation of user interaction

Our system is essentially a multiple-document sum-
marization system with user interaction. Hence, we
evaluate effectiveness of user interaction of our sys-
tem in this subsection by using the set of questions
provided for pseudo question-answering in TSC3. For
evaluating it, we consider the following execution of
our system:
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Figure 5. Coverage in extraction

Figure 6. Precision in extraction

Interaction: Execution of our system where relevant
keywords contained in the set of questions pro-
vided by TSC3 are selected, and relevant key-
words not contained in the set of questions are
deleted.

The “Interaction” simulates user interaction on our
system. (i.e., we regard the set of questions as user’s
summarization need. Since the set of questions pro-
duced from summaries by human (i.e., a user), we will
be able to regard the questions as user’s summarization
need.) Note that the “Interaction” is an execution to
be compared with the “Auto” and the system that im-
plemented “Interaction” did not participate in TSC3.
The coverage and precision of “Interaction” is shown
in Figure 7. Moreover, the coverage and precision of
“Auto” and “Lead” are shown for comparison. Here,
the coverage and precision are obtained by using the
scoring tool provided for “extraction” by the organizer
of TSC3.

9 Discussion

From the result shown in figure 4, our system par-
ticipating in TSC3 as “Auto” had attained the best
performance among the systems not using the sets of
questions in “abstraction”. We think the reason why
the good performance was attained is that the first12
keywords extracted from a document set to be summa-
rized by scoring by our method were appropriate. Sen-
tences extracted by using keywords irrelevant to the
document set may not probably be important. More-
over, from the result shown in figures 5 and 6, our

Figure 7. Evaluation of user interaction

system had attained a good performance in “short” of
“extraction” among the systems not using the sets of
questions. In TSC3, the document set to be summa-
rized contains documents from two different sources,
i.e., Mainichi and Yomiuri. Thus redundancy reduc-
tion is more crucial than the case where the document
set to be summarized consists of documents from a
single source. Hence we consider that the reason why
our system exhibited a good performance is that it has
a good ability in reduction of redundant information.
However, performance by our system in “long” of “ex-
traction” is not so good. Hence, we consider that the
capability to extract essential important sentences is
satisfiable. However, the capability of our system to
extract a wide range of topics is not high.

From the result shown in figure 7, we conclude that
the “Interaction” is more effective than the “Auto”.
Moreover, the effectiveness of user interaction in the
case of “long” is more remarkable than that of “short”.
The reason why the effectiveness of user interaction in
the case of “long” is more remarkable is as follows.
In the case of “short”, our system has to extract sen-
tences fewer than that of “long”. Even if a user had
changed relevant keywords to use for sentence extrac-
tion, the sentences extracted by our system are not nec-
essarily changed in the case of “short”. However, the
extracted sentences are greatly changed in the case of
“long” when a user has changed relevant keywords.
Hence, we consider that sentences are extracted well
by changing relevant keywords in the case of “long”.

Our system does not measure the degree of similar-
ity of each relevant keyword shown to a user. Hence,
similar relevant keywords may be shown to a user. For
example, “アイボ” and “AIBO”, which are the name
of the same product, are recognized as keywords with
different meaning. We consider that synonyms in a
set of relevant keywords should be shown as one key-
word in order to reduce user’s load. For recognizing
synonyms in high accuracy, including e.g., a method
proposed in a paper[8], a method to extract synonyms
from parenthetical expressions, and e.g., a method pro-
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posed in a paper[19], a method to extract abbreviations
from the document set may be useful.

10 Conclusion

We propose a multiple-document summarization
system with user interaction. Our system extracts key-
words from a document set to be summarized and
shows the extracted keywords to a user. The user
selects keywords reflecting his summarization need,
which controls output of summaries. We participated
in TSC3 of NTCIR4 for evaluation and our system
without user interaction achieved the best performance
in content evaluation of “abstraction” among systems
not using sets of questions. Moreover, we attained
a good performance in “extraction” in the case of
“short” among the systems not using sets of questions.

We simulate user interaction by using the sets of
questions and make sure that the user interaction is ef-
fective.
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